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Abstract
In current air traffic control system and especially in free flight method, the resolution of conflicts
between different aircrafts is a critical problem. In recent years, conflict detection and resolution
problem has been an active and hot research topic in the aviation industry. In this paper, we mapped the
aircrafts’ conflict resolution process to graph coloring problem, then we used a prioritization method to
solve this problem. Valid and optimal solutions for corresponding graph are equivalent to free conflict
flight plans for aircrafts in airspace. The proposed prioritization method is based on some score
allocation metrics. After score allocation process, how much the score of an aircraft be higher its priority
will be higher and vice versa how much the score of an aircraft be lower its priority will be lower. We
implemented and tested our proposed method by different test cases and test results indicate high
efficiency of this method.
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1. Introduction
Air traffic management is a very difficult,
dynamic and complex problem [1]. Nowadays,
the airspace management system has high flight
capacity, therefore control of existing enormous
volume of flights is very difficult [2, 3]. Current
air transportation systems are faced with many
problems. The aviation industry introduced a
new approach called free flight for solving
various problems in current air traffic
management [4, 5]. Free flight or user preferred
trajectories, is an innovative method introduced
to improve the safety and efficiency of the
national airspace system. Currently free flight
method is technically practical because exist its
required technologies. Free flight method has
many advantages such as less fuel consumption,
reduction of flight times, flights’ delays and
reduction the workload of air traffic controllers.
Despite many advantages of this method, free
flight imposes some problems for air traffic
management system that one of the important of
them is the conflict problem between different
aircrafts’ flights [6, 7]. Conflict detection and
resolution is one of the major and fundamental
challenges in safe, efficient and reliable air
traffic management system. In this paper,
conflict is defined as: ―the event in which two or
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more than two aircrafts experience a loss of
minimum separation from each other‖ [8]. Also
the conflict detection process is defined as: ―the
process of deciding when conflict between
aircrafts will occur‖, and conflict resolution
process is considered as: ―specifying what action
and how should be to resolve conflicts‖ [8].
Annually Conflicts between different aircrafts
causes many losses for aviation industry.
Generally many researchers have been
presented various models to automate conflict
detection and resolution system (e.g. in [9, 10,
11]). In reference [8] Kuchar and Yang provided
a review of some of proposed conflict detection
and resolution modeling methods. Also in
reference [12] we presented an overview of a
number of multi-agent conflict detection and
resolution methods.
This paper presented a conflict resolution
methodology for aircrafts’ flights in airspace.
This method has high efficiency, flexibility and
reliability. In this paper we used concept of
graph coloring problem [13]. In fact we mapped
congestion area to a corresponding state space
graph. Each vertex of this graph indicates an
aircraft in airspace and each edge of this graph
indicates a predicted conflict between two
aircrafts in future times. Also in this paper we
proposed a new prioritization method for solving
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conflicts problem. By using prioritization
algorithm we make a priority list for aircrafts that
exist in congestion area. In our proposed model,
after mapping congestion area to a corresponding
graph we used this priority order for coloring this
graph (i.e. solving conflicts between aircrafts). A
valid and optimal coloring for this graph is equal
to a new free conflict flight plan. The simulation
results indicate this algorithm has high efficiency
and it is sound.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In
Section 2, graph coloring problem is described.
Section 3 describes prioritization method. In
Section 4 we explain our proposed model. Section
5 discusses experiments and simulation results and
finally in Section 6 we make some conclusion and
present an outlook of future works.

2. Graph coloring Problem
Graph coloring problem (GCP) [13, 14]
involves labeling each vertex of given graph G,
so that no two adjacent vertices have the same
colors. One of the goals of graph coloring
problem is to minimize the number of colors
used in the coloring process. Graph coloring

problem is a practical method and is a NP-hard
problem [15]. Graph coloring problem arises
naturally in many real world application fields
such as register allocation, frequency assignment,
time scheduling, and circuit board testing.
Assume an undirected graph G = (V, E) with
a set of vertices V, and a set of edges E, a kcoloring of G include assigning a color to each
vertex of V such that no two adjacent vertices
have the same color. In other word, a k-coloring
of G = (V, E) can be stated as a function C from
V to a set of colors K such that |K|=k and C (u)
≠ C (v) whenever E contain an edge (u, v) for
any two vertices u and v of V. The minimal
number of colors k for which a k-coloring exists
is called the chromatic number of G. Optimal
coloring is one that uses exactly the predefined
chromatic number for that graph.
For example assume we have a graph G as
illustrated in fig. 1.a. This graph has four nodes
(i.e., V = 4) and four edges (i.e., E = 4). The
chromatic number for this graph is equal to two
(i.e., K = 2). For coloring this graph we use two
colors (red and green). The colored graph
indicated in fig. 1.b.
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Fig. 1 A simple example of graph coloring process.
(a) graph G before coloring; (b) graph G after coloring.

There are many methods presented for Graph
Coloring Problem such as: evolutionary methods
(e.g. genetic algorithm [16, 17]), local search
algorithms (e.g. Tabu search [18] or simulated
annealing [19] and etc). In this paper to solve the
graph coloring problem we used a prioritization
method described in next section.

3. Prioritization Method
In this section, we introduce a prioritization
method to solve conflicts between different
aircrafts. We assign a (unique) priority for each
aircraft based on its scores. The scores of each
aircraft are specified based on situation of that
aircraft in airspace. So that in priority allocation
process if an aircraft has higher score, its priority
will be higher and vice versa if total score of an
aircraft be lower its priority will be lower.

We used simple score allocation criterions for
each aircraft. These criterions are as follows:
 The score of an aircraft will increase if it
had least distance to destination.
 This criterion is defined for prevention of
congestion in airspace.
 The score of an aircraft will increase if it
flies in the satisfactory weather condition.
 This
criterion defined to consider
environment conditions.
 The score of an aircraft will increase if it
had higher speed (under valid speed).
 This criterion causes the traffic rate
increases.
 The score of an aircraft increases, when
the aircraft flies at higher altitude (under
valid altitude).
 When aircrafts fly on higher altitude their
fuel consumption decreases.
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The score of an aircraft increases, when its
distance (horizontal or vertical) from the
other aircrafts is higher.
In conflict resolution process, the aircraft
with a lower priority must change its original
flight path in order to prevent of occurring
conflicts. In fact, we use a hierarchy method to
resolve conflicts. Perhaps, this prioritization
method seems very similar to the greedy
method but this method is general and
reasonable. For example, when an aircraft is
closer to its destination, and had appropriate
speed and minimum deviation from the
mainstream, it must be serviced in first and then
other aircrafts must be serviced. Although, in
this case starvation state occurring is not
unexpected but we can avoid this problem by
allocating scores to the aircrafts that for long

time are on the flight paths, so these aircrafts
also service immediately in least possible time.
It is worthwhile to mention that we can use the
prioritization method to solve conflicts without
using of graph coloring problem.

4. Our proposed model
The block diagram of our proposed model is
shown in fig. 2. As shown in fig. 2, firstly the
traffic environment must be monitored and
appropriate traffic information must be collected.
This information provides an estimation of
current traffic situation (such as, the position,
direction, destination and speed of the aircraft).

Monitor Traffic

Define traffic
parameters

Detect congestion
area

Map the
congestion area to
a graph

No

Conflict
detected?

Yes

Solve conflicts
(Color the
corresponding graph)

New free conflict
flight plan
Fig. 2 our proposed model.

Compute Scores

Compute
priorities
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After this stage we specify domain of
congestion area and then we map this area to a
corresponding graph. Each vertex of this graph
indicates an aircraft in congestion area and each
edge in this graph indicate a predicted conflict in
future states. In other words in this stage we map
the congestion area to a state space graph.
In next step, the scores of aircrafts in
congestion area are computed based on some
score allocation criterions. Then based on
allocated scores to aircrafts, the priority of each
aircraft is specified.
In the third stage, the corresponding graph is
colored using prioritization method. The output
of the algorithm is an optimal and reliable
coloring (an efficient solution for solving
conflicts between aircrafts in congestion area).
If there is no collision, the algorithm ends.
Then, we send the new free conflict flight plan to
the aircrafts on flight paths. Here we emphasize
that our proposed model can interact with
innovative technologies (such as multi-agent
systems technology) to conflicts detection and
resolution in air traffic management and also in
ground traffic and related applications.

show proposed model has high efficiency; this
means our proposed model decrease flight delays
and increases passengers’ comfort.
Here we used a simple efficiency metric. This
metric is same as the metric used in reference [20,
21]. This metric measure the degree to which an
aircraft are able to track direct and optimal flight
path from origin to its destination. In fact in
conflict resolution process some aircrafts (in
general aircrafts with lower priorities) should be
deviate from their optimal and ideal mainstream
in order to prevent of conflicts. In conflict
resolution process our proposed model tries to
decrease the number of deviations for aircrafts.
For a test case with N aircraft at the end of
simulation run the efficiency of the proposed
conflict detection and resolution model is as
Eq.(1). In the ideal system the efficiency value
equals to 1. As traffic density and number of
conflicts increases the value of efficiency metric
decreases.
efficiency =

1
N

t delay = t

N

t ideal
  t ideal + t delay 
 i =1


actual

-t

(1)

ideal

(2)

5. Experiments and Results
To evaluate our proposed model explained in
previous sections, we used randomly generated
test cases. Each test case consists of several
aircrafts with different or same velocity, altitude,
position and heading. These scenarios based on a
test case used by krozel et al. [20, 21], and hill et
al. [22], comprise of two concentric circles in
open airspace. All aircrafts appears at random
points on the outer circle with 100 miles, and
destination of each of aircrafts at random point
on inner circle with 80 miles.
We have used supposed test cases to test our
proposed conflict resolution model, but we
attempted to test samples very similar to the real
world patterns. These test cases provide a wide
range of conflict patterns that any conflict
detection and resolution method must be
evaluated across these test cases. Conflict
resolution maneuvers used in our proposed
model include small altitude and heading
changes.
Table 1 shows the average of system
efficiency from five simulation runs of the
proposed model at each reported density. In table
1, column 1 indicates the number of aircrafts in
airspace, column 2 indicates the average number
of predicted conflicts and last columns indicate
the efficiency of our proposed conflict detection
and resolution model. The results of simulations

t ideal

= the ideal flight time for aircraft ―i‖
(specified when the aircraft first arrived in
simulation)
t delay
t actual

= the delay time for aircraft ―i‖
= the actual flight time for aircraft ―i‖

Table 1: Result for the random flight scenarios after five
simulation runs.

Aircrafts Predicted conflicts Efficiency (%)
24

18

92.6

20

10

95

16
12
10
8
6
4
2
2

8
7
6
5
4
2
1
0

95.8
96.1
97
98
98.8
99.5
99.8
1

In fact our proposed model is a preliminary
and abstract conflict resolution methodology;
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nonetheless this model has high efficiency and
works as better.

5.1 Example Scenario
To illustrate the process of proposed
prioritization method, consider two-aircraft
scenario depicted in fig. 3. This example
involves two aircrafts A1 and A2 that these
aircrafts are headed directly their destination. We
supposed these aircrafts restricted to fly in same
altitude. As shown in fig. 3, if aircraft A1, A2
continue on their current heading without any
deviation from their mainstreams, the aircrafts
will collide. In fig. 3, if aircraft A1 and A2
continue on their previous trajectories after 7.5
minutes will collide. Aircraft A1 and A2 have
500 mph speed. These two aircrafts fly at the
same altitude. Aircraft A1 has 140nm distance to
its destination and distance to destination of
aircraft A2 is 200nm.
N

y (nm)

100
70
40
0
-60

0

60

x (nm)

A1:
A2:
Airspeed: 500 mph
Airspeed: 500 mph
Distance to Destination:Distance to Destination:
140 nm
200 nm
Fig. 3 Example Scenario

In our proposed model we used nominal
state projection method to predict and detect
possible conflicts that going to occur. In first
step to resolve conflicts we compute scores of
aircrafts and then allocate a (unique) priority for
each aircraft. For instance, here we only used
―distance to destination‖ score allocation metric.
According to this metric the score of aircraft A1
and A2 respectively is equal to 2.43 and 1.7. As
we mentioned in our proposed model the

aircrafts which had higher score will have
higher priority and the aircrafts that had lower
score will have lower priority. So aircraft A1
has higher score and subsequently its priority is
equal to 1, and aircraft A2 has priority order 2.
The lesser number indicates the high priority.
Then to resolve predicted conflict between two
aircrafts we send a command to aircraft with
lower priority to deviate from its original
trajectory in order to prevent collision. The
aircraft which has lesser priority after receiving
the deviation command, according to its
conditions reply to other aircrafts acceptance or
rejection message. In this scenario aircraft A2
has lower priority therefore this aircraft
deviates from its mainstream, hence the
predicted conflict resolved.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a systematic
conflict resolution approach using graph coloring
problem concept and prioritization method. Also
in this paper we introduced some score allocation
criterions and allocated a priority for each
aircraft based on these criterions. The proposed
prioritization method is natural, sound and
flexible. This method considers traffic conditions
to make the best decisions in critical
environmental conditions for solving conflicts
between aircrafts.
Simulation results on different test cases
indicate the prioritization method can offer
good efficiency and safety for resolving
conflicts in free flight air traffic control method.
Air traffic control is a dynamic problem, so that
one problem in proposed prioritization method
is that we can’t accurately adjust the weight of
different score allocation metrics, therefore in
priority assigning process may be allocated
priorities not correct.
Future work will comprise the extension of
prioritization method to have high adaptability
with traffic situations. Also we will focus on
using multi agent systems with prioritization
method to present a comprehensive model with
high efficiency for conflict detection and
resolution in air traffic management system.
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